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Abstract: As power semiconductor technologies con-
tinue to improve, futuristic switching devices, as projected
to 10-20 years ahead, with ultra-low-cost and nearly-ideal
behaviors (e.g., highly-efficient, minimal impedance im-
balance, highly-reliable, etc.), will enable the use of in-
creasingly complex power electronic systems. Currently the
design of a permanent magnet synchronous motor drive is
partially constrained by the inverter, since the use of more
switches incurs additional cost and control complexity, and
reduces efficiency. Assuming next-generation semiconduc-
tors will enable the use of many switches in the inverter
with little penalty, this forward-looking paper considers
the use of multilevel inverters with any number of levels,
multiphase drives with higher numbers of phases, or a
motor with reconfigurable windings, with the objective of
opening up the operating space of a motor drive. In addition
to exploring the performance benefits to the permanent
magnet synchronous motor drive system, we highlight the
improved fault-tolerance and therefore reliability of these
more complex topologies compared to the conventional two-
level three-phase system.

Index Terms—Permanent magnet synchronous motor
drives, inverters, future technology, low-cost power electronics,
ideal power semiconductors, multi-level inverters, multi-phase
permanent magnet synchronous motor, reconfigurable per-
manent magnet synchronous motor windings, fault-tolerance,
reliability.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this work we consider the impact of ultra-low-
cost, nearly-ideal (e.g., highly-efficient, minimal impedance
imbalance, highly-reliable, etc.), next generation switching
devices on permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM)
drives. If a switching device has minimal cost relative to
the rest of the system, and its efficiency is exceptionally
high, then adopting complex drive topologies with very
large numbers of switches becomes viable. We consider
a futuristic scenario, as projected to 10-20 years ahead,
in which the power electronic switching devices and their
associated gate drivers are nearly lossless and free, and
the controller can control an arbitrarily large number of
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PWM outputs. Whilst unrealistic, this enables us to explore
possible performance and reliability improvements to the
motor drive, when its design is unconstrained by the quantity
of switching devices and the complexity of the associated
control system. In doing so, we explore possible future mo-
tor drive configurations which offer improved performance
or reliability compared to conventional drives and have the
potential to be practical in the long-term as future power
electronic technologies are developed.

With no constraint on the number of switches, more
complex inverter topologies offer benefits over the tradi-
tional three-phase two-level inverter. Firstly, fault-tolerance
and reliability can be improved through the use of a fault-
tolerant topology. Fault-tolerance can be added to a three-
phase PMSM drive by a fourth inverter leg connected to
the motor neutral, or acting as a direct replacement for
a faulted phase leg [1]. A three-level active neutral point
clamped (ANPC) inverter is well suited to fault-tolerant
operation, since the additional switches provide an inherent
capability to isolate faults [2]. Similarly, a cascaded H-
Bridge (CHB) multi-level inverter (MLI) lends itself to
fault-tolerant operation, since a faulty H-bridge cell can be
bypassed and compensated for by a fault-tolerant control
technique [3]. A five-year industrial application test demon-
strated the improved reliability of a fault-tolerant MLI in [4].
Fault-tolerance is also enabled by PMSMs with more than
three windings. A dual-winding PMSM with two 3-phase
inverters offers fault-tolerance to both PMSM and inverter
faults [5]. Multiphase PMSMs with five phases or more offer
improved fault-tolerance compared to a three phase PMSM.
This is because the amount of additional current required
in the remaining phases to maintain torque production is
reduced as the phase number increases. 5-phase PMSMs
are already common in safety-critical applications, where
each phase can be driven by an independent H-bridge drive
unit for improved resiliency [6].

Beyond improving fault-tolerance, additional switches
can also realize performance improvements to the PMSM
drive system. A multiphase PMSM with concentrated wind-
ings can achieve higher torque density, with the increased
improvement with the number of phases [7], [8]. The PMSM
is designed such that the back EMF waveforms contain the
odd-numbered harmonics with orders less than the number
of phases in the machine. Then by harmonic current injec-
tion, torque is produced by the lower order harmonics in
addition to the fundamental, allowing for improved torque-
density.

A PMSM with reconfigurable windings can also im-
prove performance, especially in applications requiring a
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wide range of speeds such as electric vehicles. Reconfig-
urable windings is enabled by power electronics switch-
ing, allowing fast winding changeover during operation
with minimal interruption. Field-weakening has traditionally
been employed to increase maximum speed, but sacri-
fices machine efficiency as the field-weakening currents
increase with speed. Reconfigurable windings provide an
alternative, enabling higher speeds without field-weakening.
This is demonstrated in [9], with a five-phase PMSM and
15 switches to achieve winding changeover between three
different winding configurations (star, pentagon, pentacle)
during operation. Ref [10] uses a different approach, with
each phase divided into several winding parts instead of
rearranging the connections between phases as in [9]. By
eliminating the need to produce field-weakening currents,
efficiency is improved at high speed [11]. Lastly, the MLI
can reduce phase current total harmonic distortion (THD)
and torque ripple without increasing the switching frequency
[12]. Introducing multiple voltage levels can also reduce
dv/dt (for the same voltage output) and offer higher relia-
bility compared to their 2 or 3-level counterparts [13]. De-
spite these advantages, the use of fault-tolerant drives, high
phase numbers, reconfigurable windings, and MLIs remains
limited due to the high component count, with additional
power semiconductor switches incurring additional cost and
losses.

As future power electronics diminishes the drawbacks
of additional switching devices, these more complex drive
topologies will become attractive in a wider range of
applications. Considering our ideal hypothetical case, in
which the switching devices are free and lossless, it is
clear any of the aforementioned fault-tolerant strategies
could be employed with minimal penalty. However, for
the multiphase and multilevel inverters, there is a question
of how many phases or how many levels are adequate to
achieve a desired reliability or performance improvement.
In this paper, we therefore focus on exploring the benefits
to fault-tolerance and drive performance in three scenarios:
1) a multiphase PMSM drive with a high number of phases;
2) a CHB MLI with a high number of levels; 3) a PMSM
with reconfigurable phase windings.

Section II uses a simulation study of fault-tolerant
multiphase PMSMs to investigate the post-fault torque ripple
and normalized winding loss as the number of phases is
increased. In Section III, two possible scaling methods for
multiphase PMSMs are explored, assuming the copper mass
should be kept constant as the number of phases increases.
Section IV evaluates the reliability improvement offered
by a fault-tolerant CHB MLI as the number of levels is
increased. Following in Section V, the torque ripple and
phase current THD of the CHB MLI is investigated in the
healthy and post-fault operating conditions. Then in Section
VI, the efficiency gain from a PMSM with reconfigurable
windings is evaluated.

II. FAULT-TOLERANCE OF MULTIPHASE PMSMS

PLECS modeling software is used to simulate the
healthy and post-fault operation of multiphase motor drives.
We assume a fault results in the loss of one phase, leaving
n-1 operational phases in an n-phase machine. Two post-
fault strategies are considered. In the first strategy, the

remaining phase currents are increased in magnitude to
compensate for the loss of a single phase. However, their
phases are unaltered and the space vector trajectory of the
current becomes non-circular, resulting in torque ripple. In
the second strategy, the objective is to minimize torque
ripple. By varying both the magnitude and phase of the
remaining phase currents, a circular space vector trajectory
and therefore zero torque ripple can be achieved [14]. Fig. 1
shows the post-fault torque ripple and the post-fault winding
loss normalized to healthy operation under each post-fault
strategy.

From the simulated data and Fig. 1, we observe that
torque ripple and normalized winding loss adhere to the
following relationship for the post-fault, minimized winding
loss strategy:

∆Tem(pk−pk) =
2

n− 2
(1)

Ploss windings = 1 +
1

n− 2
(2)

where n is the number of phases in the healthy PMSM
and n-1 phases are operational post-fault. As expected,
torque ripple tends to zero as the number of phases in-
creases, whilst the normalized power loss tends to one.
Considering the post-fault, minimized torque ripple-case,
the ideal simulation results in zero torque ripple for any
phase number greater or equal to five. A neutral connection
would be required to achieve zero-torque ripple in a post-
fault three-phase machine, and is not considered here. For
a given phase number, normalized winding loss is higher in
the minimized torque ripple strategy, however this loss is

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Post-fault performance following the loss of one phase under
two possible post-fault strategies: minimized winding loss, and minimized
torque ripple. (a) Electromagnetic torque ripple. (b) Normalized winding
loss.
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equally distributed among the windings due to the balanced
phase currents.

As Fig. 1 shows, there is a dramatic improvement
in post-fault performance in moving from 3 to 5 phases.
Considering the minimized winding loss case, using (1)
and (2) we can find the required number of phases for
a required torque ripple or winding loss specification. For
post fault torque ripple within ±10% and post-fault winding
loss within 10% of the healthy condition, 13 phases are
required. Beyond this point, returns diminish rapidly, with
5% requiring 23 phases, and 1% requiring 103. At these
higher phase numbers, machine design constraints would
become a limiting factor. Future safety-critical PMSM drives
may see a shift from the typical 3 or 5 phases to higher phase
numbers, as the future power electronics enables high switch
count inverters to be used with minimal cost and efficiency
penalty.

III. RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF MULTIPHASE
MACHINES

Multiphase PMSMs have been demonstrated to offer
a torque density improvement, when designed with con-
centrated windings and used with the harmonic current
injection technique [7], [8], [15]. Here we consider only the
sinusodially distributed winding case, which is not expected
to offer a torque density improvement. Still, higher phase
numbers in a sinusoidally wound PMSM may be desirable to
improve post-fault performance, as discussed in the previous
section. Therefore, this section intends to investigate the
effect of increasing phase numbers on phase current THD
and efficiency. Assuming that the total volume and mass of
copper in the PMSM must be kept constant across all phase
numbers, other PMSM parameters must be appropriately
scaled as the number of phases increases. We consider
two possible scaling methods. In the first scaling method,
cross-sectional winding area is inversely proportional to the
number of phases, and the length and number of turns
in each winding is unchanged. The stator inductance and
the rotor flux linkage are constant, whilst stator resistance
is calculated as Rs(n) = (n/3)Rs(3), where Rs(3) is the
stator resistance of the baseline 3-phase PMSM. In the
second scaling method, cross sectional area is constant,
and now the length and number of turns in each winding is
inversely proportional to the number of phases. Therefore,
stator resistance, stator inductance, and rotor flux linkage all
vary with the number of phases as follows:

Rs(n) =
3

n
Rs(3) Ls(n) =

3

n
Ls(3) λfd(n) =

3

n
λfd(3)

(3)

where Ls(3) and λfd(3) are the stator inductance and the
rotor flux linkage of the baseline three-phase machine.
Leakage inductance is assumed to be 40% of the stator
inductance in each motor.

Each scaling method was simulated for 3, 5, 7, and 9
phase PMSMs. The load torque was set to 10 Nm, and the
commanded speed was 100 rad/s. Each inverter uses carrier
based pulse width modulation, with a switching frequency
of 50 kHz, and a deadtime of 1 µs. Fig. 2 shows the RMS
phase current, phase current THD, and PMSM efficiency
for each motor. For efficiency, only the effect of winding
conduction losses is considered. The observed difference

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. PMSM drive performance under two possible scaling methods.
(a) RMS phase current. (b) Phase current THD. (c) PMSM efficiency
considering only winding losses.

in phase current THD and losses is very small. However,
for the first scaling method, in which the cross-sectional
winding area is inversely proportional to the number of
phases, increasing the number of phases results in increasing
THD and reducing efficiency. This effect is driven by the
phase current ripple due to the PWM switching. With
this scaling method, the magnitude of an individual phase
current is reduced as the number of phases are increased, yet
the magnitude of the switching ripple is largely unchanged.
Therefore, the ratio of the ripple to the fundamental current
is increasing with the number of phases, and therefore THD
is increased. This causes a very small reduction in efficiency.

IV. RELIABILITY OF MULTILEVEL INVERTERS

A cascaded H-bridge (CHB) 3-phase MLI with n
number of cells in each phase has N = 2n + 1 voltage
levels. We simulate this MLI with increasing n-cells to
investigate the performance and reliability improvements to
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the PMSM drive, and determine the point at which further
improvement becomes negligible. Indeed, more points of
failure are introduced as a result of increasing the voltage
levels and cell count. However, the overall drive reliability
can be improved given proper design. Whether or not the
MLI offers improved reliability depends on the number of
faults it can handle. To maintain the same voltage space
vector magnitude in post-fault operation, the non-faulted
phase-legs voltage magnitudes must increase. How many
faults the MLI can handle thus depends on the nominal
DC bus voltage utilization. For example, if 100% of VDC
is required for operation, no post-fault control scheme can
maintain this same output. If nominal operation uses 80%
of VDC , there is sufficient bus voltage headroom for the
non-faulted phase-legs voltage magnitudes to increase.

A CHB MLI can operate post-fault by removing the
faulted cells with a bypass switch, where a neutral shift
balances the phase currents post-fault by adjusting the two
non-faulted phase-leg angles [3]. Whilst a fault can occur on
any phase, we assume the MLI is reconfigured so all faulted
cells are on phase A. With the neutral shift fault operation
from [3], the maximum normalized output voltage is:

V̂ =
r

2n
+
cos(α− 5π

6 )
√

3
(4)

where r is the number of cells still functional in phase A,
and α is the post-fault phase angle. Using (4) it is shown
that a faulted MLI with r = n/2 is equivalent to a non-
faulted balanced MLI with VDC reduced to 80.9% of its
original magnitude.

Compared to an individual cell reliability Rc over a time
interval Tr, an n-cell MLI that cannot tolerate any faults will
have a reduced reliability of R3n

c . In this analysis we define
failure as the point at which the MLI can no longer operate
at the desired voltage V̂ due to the loss of too many cells.
Therefore, when the MLI can tolerate n− r faults the MLI
reliability RMLI is given as [16]:

RMLI =

3n∑
i=r+2n

(
3n

i

)
Ric(1−Rc)3n−i (5)

where
(
3n
i

)
is the binomial coefficient. Given a sufficiently

high Rc and low r, RMLI offers improved reliability. A
closed-form equation of r for a fixed number of cells n
and a minimum operating voltage V̂ is derived from the α
equation (see [3]) and (4),

r =

⌈
n · 3V̂ −

√
4− 3V̂ 2

2

⌉
, V̂ ≥ 1√

3
(6)

where d·e is the ceiling function, as r is discrete and must
be rounded up.

There is an exponential trend in reliability as the amount
of n-cells increase. For example, if Rc = 99% and V̂ =
80% then a MLI with 10-cells per phase has 60, 000 times
smaller of a probability of failure (PoF= 1 − RMLI ) over
Tr than a 1-cell inverter, while a MLI with 2-cells has only
20 times smaller of a PoF. An operating point of V̂ = 80%
is selected for reliability comparison as it is the maximum
output of a 2-cell MLI with n/2 faults on phase A. Fig. 3
shows the PoF for multiple Rc’s, and demonstrates the need
for level redundancy decreases as semiconductor reliability
continues to improve. To achieve a similar PoF of a 10-cell

Fig. 3. Probability of failure (PoF) over time interval Tr for multiple Rc’s,
where V̂ = 80%.

Fig. 4. Torque ripple and THD normalized by a 1-cell CHB MLI and an
operating voltage of V̂ = 80%.

MLI with Rc = 99%, only 4-cells and 2-cells are needed
when Rc = 99.9% and Rc = 99.99%, respectively. The
inverse is also true, where 38-cells are needed if Rc = 95%.
Note that the stair-case effect seen on the plot of Fig. 3 is
caused by (6) with V̂ = 80% where r = dn/2e.

V. MOTOR PERFORMANCE FOR N -LEVEL INVERTERS

Section IV demonstrated the number of N -levels are
unimportant for reliability concerns as semiconductor reli-
ability increases. Thus, determining the N -levels of an in-
verter becomes dependent on its performance. Performance
will be measured in terms of EM torque ripple ∆Tem and
phase current THD. While minimum torque ripple and THD
are entirely dependent on the application, this analysis will
consider an inverter to be sufficient for an application when
it achieves a 99% reduction in torque ripple and THD
compared to a single cell, 3-level CHB MLI. It should
be noted that increasing switching frequency and utilizing
advanced control and modulation techniques can also lower
torque ripple. However, determining the number of levels
where no discernable difference is seen by increasing the
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levels is helpful in realizing saturation points in motor drive
design, thereby ensuring minimum cost for performance.

PLECS was used to simulate and compare motor per-
formance with varying N -levels of a CHB MLI, and phase-
shifted sinusoidal PWM (PS-SPWM) modulation. Perfor-
mance comparison uses the same operating point of Section
IV, V̂ = 80% and load torque of 3.2Nm. Each N-level
inverter had a fault condition of z = n/2 faults. Note
the probability for z = n/2 faults to occur decreases
exponentially with respect to n. In this study, torque ripple
is defined as ∆Tem = Tpk−pk/Tavg . Fig. 4 is a plot of the
normalized ∆Tem and THD. To achieve a 99% reduction in
∆Tem requires a 10-cell CHB MLI. In fault condition, the
10-cell MLI still had a 98.5% lower ∆Tem than the 1-cell
inverter.

VI. EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT FROM
RECONFIGURABLE WINDINGS

Reconfigurable phase windings offer improved motor
efficiency at high speeds and can be achieved by integrating
switching devices within the phase windings. A surface
permanent magnet (SPM) machine with its phase windings
separated into two equal parts, shown in Fig. 5, is modeled
in MATLAB to investigate the improvements. With two
winding parts per phase, there are two configurations the
machine can switch between. The first arrangement is to
connect the two windings in series, and the second arrange-
ment is to connect the two windings in parallel. This chosen
implementation requires three switches per phase, or nine
switches total.

For the machine model, we assume steady-state oper-
ation to calculate efficiency within its torque-speed capa-
bility. We also assume the machine does not saturate and
only consider copper and mechanical losses. The following
equations describe how the winding configurations affect
the machine’s phase inductance and permanent magnet flux
linkage:

L =
µN2A

l
(7)

λ = NΦ (8)

The inductance L of a phase is proportional to its windings’
N turns squared. The permanent magnet flux linkage λ of
a phase is proportional to its windings’ N turns. Therefore,
in the parallel configuration, the phase resistance and induc-
tance is 1/4 of that of the serial winding configuration. The
permanent magnet flux linkage in the parallel configuration
is 1/2 of that of the serial winding configuration.

This means that at a given nonzero speed, the back-
EMF generated in the parallel configuration is halved when
compared to the serial configuration, which also halves
torque capability for this non-salient machine. The different
torque and speed capability for both configurations is shown
in Fig. 6. The following equations were used to determine
the efficiency of the machine [17]:

η =
Trωr

Trωr + 3RsI2ph,q + 3RsI2ph,d +Bωr
(9)

Fig. 5. Phase winding switch arrangement.

Iph,q =
Tr
3k

(10)

Iph,d = Iph,m(
wr,rated
wr

− 1) (11)

Iph,m =
2k

pLs
(12)

η is the machine efficiency at a given rotor torque Tr
and rotor speed ωr. The copper losses are divided into d-
axis current Iph,d and q-axis current Iph,q . The machine’s
equivalent magnetizing current Iph,m can be calculated with
the machine constant k (Nm/A), pole count p, and stator
inductance Ls. Iph,d is the field-weakening current, which
is zero below rated speed and negative above rated speed.

In Fig. 7a, the efficiency is plotted against rotor torque
and speed for the serial winding configuration. The region
where efficiency is >94% occurs between approximately
1800 and 2800 RPM. As the speeds increase well above
rated speed, the efficiency falls off due to the increasing
field-weakening currents. In Fig. 7b, this is the scenario
where the controller is continuously changing between the
two winding configurations to operate at maximum effi-
ciency. Since the parallel configuration has the advantage
of less back-EMF, field-weakening is not required until the
machine is above 5000 RPM as long as the required torque
is within this configuration’s capabilities, or 150 Nm in
this case. Additionally, the parallel configuration has the
benefit of reduced phase resistance, which further improves
efficiency, assuming the winding switches are ideal. As a
result, the high efficiency region (>94%) is expanded well
above the original rated speed of the machine, now between
approximately 1800 and 7800 RPM.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated what benefits can be realized in
a PMSM drive when unconstrained by switching devices.
With the expectation that future switching devices may be-
come ultra-low-cost and nearly ideal (e.g., highly-efficient,
minimal impedance imbalance, highly-reliable, etc.), more
complex topologies can be considered. Topologies such as
multiphase drives with high phase numbers, a high number
of levels in a multilevel inverter, or a PMSM with integrated
switches to achieve reconfigurable windings may begin to
offer a net improvement to the performance of the PMSM
drive.

For a multiphase drive, scaling the length and turns in
each winding was preferable to scaling the cross-sectional
area of the wire. For multiphase fault-tolerance, 13 phases
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Fig. 7. (a) Serial winding machine efficiency map. (b) Combined se-
rial/parallel machine efficiency map using adaptive switching.

was sufficient to reduce post-fault winding loss to within
10% of healthy operation, and torque ripple to within ±10%.
If a minimized torque ripple strategy is used, 15 phases was
sufficient to reduce post-fault winding loss to within 10%
of healthy operation, and torque ripple is theoretically zero.
Future switching devices can enable the use of a recon-
figurable multilevel topology in which each cell may be
bypassed or reallocated to another phase, allowing dramatic

reliability improvements as the number of cells is increased.
For the simulated operating conditions, a 6-cell (13-level)
per phase inverter was shown to have a failure probability
1000 times lower than that of a 1-cell inverter. A saturation
in performance occurs at 10-cells (21-level), with a 99%
reduction in torque ripple compared to a 1-cell inverter. A
motor with reconfigurable windings more than doubled the
speed range for high efficiency (>94%) operation - from
1800-2800 RPM to 1800-7800 RPM. The reliance on field-
weakening currents to achieve high speed was significantly
reduced with the parallel winding configuration.

Future work will consider a more realistic MLI design
in which cells may be bypassed, but cannot be reallocated
between different phases. Then the MLI reliability analysis
will be modified to consider failures occurring at random
in all three phases. We will also consider the loss of more
than one phase in a multiphase drive, and how this affects
the reliability benefit offered by higher phase numbers. For
reconfigurable windings, this concept could be applied to
interior permanent magnet machines (IPMSM), which are
highly applicable to electrified transportation.
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